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ON THE METHOD OF HOMOGENEOUS SOLUTIONS IN MIXED PROBLEMS OF THE 
THEORY OF ELASTICITY FOR A TRUNCATED WEDGE AND A RING SECTOR* 

V.M. ALEKSANDROV and M.I. CBEBAKOV 

Two proper mixed problems of pure shear by a band stamp alongthe generatrix 
of a cylindrical elastic body are considered. The body cross-section 
occupies a region bounded by the sides of a wedge and by two concentric 
circles with the centre at the wedge apex. In the first problem the stamp 
is fixed to the plane face of the body, the other plane face is also 
fixed, while the cylindrical faces are either fixed for free of stresses. 
In the second problem the stamp is fixed on the outer cylindrical surface, 
with the inner cylindrical surface fixed, and the two plane faces either 
fixed or free of stresses. 

The method of homogeneous solutions /l/ is used to solve the problem. The method enables 
the problem to be reduced to an investigation of an infinite set of linear algebraic equations 
of the second kind of high quality with exponentially decreasing matrix elements and right- 
hand sides. Such systems are normal Poincar&och systemscsee, for instance, /2/), and their 

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 

solution can be obtained using the method of reduction for any values of theproblem parameters. 

1. Shear by a stampofatruncatedwedge. we consider, in cylindrical coordinates 
(7, cpl s) 8 an elastic body occupying the region &\(f<R,, O<cp<y,--00 <z<eo, which 

we shall call a truncated wedge, since the investigation of this problem is based onthe sol- 
ution of some problems for an infinite wedge. 

Problem 1 on the shear by a stamp of a truncated wedge is equivalent to the following 
boundary value problem in the displacement function w(r,Z)along the z axis: 

Aw=0, A= (1.1) 

w = 6 (q = y, a; < r d I%), w = 0 (cp - 0, R, < r < R,) 

%I =e$=O (cp--,al<r<R1,al<r<RP) 

w=O(r=Rl,r =R,,O<rp<g) 

(1.2) 

where 6 is the displacement of the stamp, G is the shear modulus, and rcl are the tangential 
stresses. The last condition implies that the cylindrical surfaces are fixed. The problem 
with cylindrical surfaces free of stresses may be considered in a similar fashion. 

Using the method of homogeneous solutions /l/ we obtain, as a first step, the solution of 
Eq.ll.1) for an infinite wedge, when 

i 
r(r) 

‘cp= 
(k<r<h cp-v) 

0 (O<r<al, h<r<w, q--v) 
w = 0 (cp = 0) 

In this case 

(1.3) 
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where the contour of integration (L) in plane of complex variable a 
straight parallel to imaginary axis, that -n/2y z <n/2y. 

we construct set of solutions of for the wedgewhen 

w=o(~=o),T$~=o((p=y) 

introduce their combination 
OD 

w@’ 0-9 9) - c -1 

sinakq[Ckr*Qk + Dkrak], a,=- (1.4) 

Then the solution of the input problem is represented in the form 

In this case the 
We will represent the 

from which, using the 

w (r, cp) = d’) (r, cp) - w@’ (r, (p) (1.5) 

boundary conditions (1.2), except the first and the last, are satisfied. 
last of conditions (1.2) in the form 

~~sinq.[C~k+D~~]=w"'(Rj.p) (5-192) 

orthogonality of sin a,# in [O,p], we obtain 

[ckR;Q1 + D,$r] + -$f$$ q(-l'jak 3 t (p) p’-l’jakdp 

Ia, 

u= 1.2) 

(1.6) 

The first boundary condition of (1.2), using (1.3)-(1.5), enables us to obtain an integral 
equation in the unknown function of the distribution of the contact stresses 

G@)=G[8+ 5 (1.7) h-1 
sin sky (c,r"k + D/k)] (al < r < at). 

where the operator K, has the form 

KVr (P) -T% (p)k (P/r) +, %J)==& 
z 
*y% (1.8) 

Lil 0 

Let us represent I in the form 

z (r) = G <h (r) -b kit [zklqksl (r) + Zk’~kzk4 @)I) (1.9) 

Z#lRPk = Ck Sina~y, Zk"RPk = DI, Sill sky 

where r@(r), ~~~ (r)are the respective solutions of the integral equations 

00 (P) = 1, K&j (P) = r(-')Jak (a1 < r < al, j = 1, 2) (1.10) 

Substituting (1.9) into (1.6), we obtain an infinite set of linear algebraic equations 
for determining the unknown coefficients tkl, tts 

(1.11) 

(1.12) 

a* 

TkP= s z. (p) p(-l’Pokdp, Tg w 4 ~,,j (p) p’-l’Pakdp (1.13) 
01 01 

Let us investigate the infinite system (1.11). For this we will evaluate its coefficients 

ITkPI<a~“P”“To, Tp=qn(p)dp<oc 

Consequently 

1 gkp I< y& ( +)(l)Pak T,, 
P 

To estimate the coefficients of Tk,,'j I we multiply the second of the integral equations 

(1.14) 
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(1.1) by ro(r) and integrate within the limits from a, to al. Taking into account that 

for the kernel (1.8) of this equation the relation k(y)= k(Q) holds, by varying the order of 

integration, we obtain 

q71j(P)dp=aSIo(r)$-1)jaldr 
(II 01 

Then 

and, consequently, 

(1.15) 

Taking into consideration that RI< a,<a,<R1, a,, ~1 n (n +oo), fram the estimates (1.14) 

and (1.15) we conclude that the coefficients atipj and gkP of the infinite set of equations 
(1.11) decrease exponentially as the numbers k and n increase. Consequently, Eqs.cl.11) belong 

to the Poincar&Koch type of standard systems, and their solution can be obtained using the 
method of reduction for any value of the problem parameters. 

Thus the contact stresses under the stamp are determined by Eq.(l,.9) in which zkj is the 
solution of the infinite set of equations (1.11) and the fUnCtiOnS rkJ(r) are solutions of 

the integral equations (1.10). It should be particularly noted that an exact solution can be 
obtained for the integral equation (1.101, which does not contain quadratures /3/. 

Omitting the calculations, we will write the solution of Eqs.(l.lO) in the form 

rrkj (r) = qkj (21, m. (r) = ‘p. (I)‘, 5 = h 1~ $ - 1 

cp{ (2) =5 lixi [q;(x) + (- I)$; (x)] , xi = (G)(-l)j=k 

(1.16) 

‘Ik@) 1 
cp.J+=-~~q,(z), b-6, A=2(11d3-~ 

rpo(z)=bhch+[K(~f-~h~+)1/2(chb-chbz)]-1 

q,(x)=2Jfchb--~hbX~~~&,,~-~~(~-~;-~) X 
m 

peg chp br (oh b - ch br)‘-““-P1 
2(k-2m-l-_-)+1 

( Ck*E 
= oh (b/2) &_I (oh b) 

K (l/i - th’ (b/2)) pa,, (ch b) - 

n chb [Pk_,(c.hV p!,,,(ch b) -P_,,,(ch b)J':_I (ch WI 
P-x,, W b) 

Here K(k) is the complete elliptic integral and Pan(z) .are associated Legendre functions. 
Using (1.161, we obtain expressions for the coefficients (1.11) and (1.12) of theinfinite 

set of equations (1.11) 

TP’ ,, = 2%,‘%,,‘[2$,3 + (-,)j+‘&], TkP = 2%,‘TkO (1.17) 

T.;,, = + c,*Pk-1 (ch b) - J% ‘2n8- “’ P,& ,, 

-1)(2&-i) d. Ch (b/2, p,, (oh b) 
%=.-&,nr TkO= 2Ko/‘iJo) 

Pk. ,t = sh b [P,_1 (ch b) P:_, (ch b) - Pk-1 (ch b) PLl (oh b)] x [(k - n) (k -t_ n - w, k+n 

Pk,k=-Shb P,+1 (ch b) P:, (ch b) - &_I (ch b) -& Pi_, (ch b)] (2k - 1)-l 

The formulas for the contact stresses and the coefficients of the infinite set ofequat- 
tions are free of quadratures, and are readily oomputed. Note also that to obtain acceptable 
practical solution of the problem for a wide range of parameter variation the infinite set of 
equations can be curtailed to 2-4 equations. 

2.. Shear by a ring sector stamp. Let us consider in cylindrical coordinates an 
elastic body occupying the region RI <r'&&, --y G Cp G;, --m<z< 00. The cross-section 
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of this region for z = con& is called a ring sector, since the investigation of theproblem 
considered here is based on the solution of a certain boundary value problem for a circular 
ring. 

Problem 2 of the shear by a circular ring stamp is equivalent to the boundary value 
problem of the displacement function w(r,cp) along the s-axis for Eq.(l.l) with following 
boundary condftons: 

w = 6 (f = R,, I cp I 0 e), w = 0 @ = 4 I cp I <Y) 

T- =G-$==O (r=Rt,8<lcpI<y) 

w=O(Icpl=~,R~<r<&) 

(2.1) 

where 6 is the displacemant of the stamp along the z axis, G is the shear modulus, and rr* 
are the tangential stresses. 

The method of homogeneous solutions is also used to solve this problem /l/. As in Sect. 
1, we shall first find the solution of Eq.(l.l) for the circular ring Rl<r<RR,, when 

(6 < /q I< x,r = R,)’ 
w = 0 (r = R,) (2.2) 

In this case 

w = w(l) - _+ <b+ I,, + + f$ Ratk (,‘R;’ -r-kR1*) ,./,*kQ) 

k(xk + x-*) 
(2.3) 

We then construct the set of homogeneous solutions for Eq.Cl.1) for the circular ring, 
when 

w = 0 (r = RI), z,, = 0 (r = R,) 

and introduce their linear combination 
m 

WC*) s5 r= Dkwk (r) ch fik'pt Wk(r)-(+-3p’-(_;O-ipk 

l&i, 
bk=--Zln-x-_ 

(2.4) 

It can be shown that the functions w,(r) are orthogonal in the segment [R,, RJ with 
weight 7’ , namely, the relation 

& 

s wk(r)wn(r)$= 
i 

zpi, zz”, 
(2.5) 

& , 
is satisfied. 

We will represent the solution of the initial problem in the form 

w (r, cp) =I I&) (r, cp) - w@) (r, cp) (2.6) 

In this case the boundary conditions (2.1), except the first and the last, are satisfied. 
We will represent the last of conditions (2.1) in the form 

klj DkWk (r) ch pkY = dl) (r? Y) 

From this, using the orthogonality condition (2.51, we have 

(2.7) 

The first boundary condition of (2.1), with (2.3) and (2.4), enable us to obtain the 
integral equation for the fUnCtiOn r(Q) 

(2.8) 

where the operator Me has the form * 
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(2.9) 

We represent T(m) in the form 

DJV,, (&) E (6 + & to In x) -iii ch B,,Y 

(2.10) 

where r,,(q) are solutions of the well-known integral equations 

Mezn (9) = ch B,cp (0 Q cp < 6, n > 0, I% = 0) (2.11) 

Substituting (2.10) into (2.71, we obtain the infinite set of linear algebraic equations 

~k'(S)chBk (s--v) 
I/k5~k+nf+dh1 gk= 2,,,,@ksh,@k Tk* O’ Okn = 

Wk'(&)aUl,(s- Y) Tk,,, 
@k In x ah "Br ah &y (2.12) 

Tr. n= i r, (cp) ch pkq da, (k > 1, n 2 0) (2.13) 
0 

Expression (2.10) for finding the tangential stresses contains the constant 

ll 

to=& T=Ro s 7 W dcp 
2 -e 

To determine the constant T we will use the condition of 
Eq.(2.10) with respect to cp between the limits from -0to 8. 
for T, we find 

T=GGT*, T*=P 

statics for which we integrate 
Having obtained the equation 

z,(cp)dq (n==O,%Z,...) 

Formulas (2.14) establish the relation between the stamp displacement 
on the stamp. 

(2.14) 

8 and force Tatting 

Let us investigate the infinite set of equations (2.12). To do this we first evaluate 
the coefficients T, n 

1 Tk, o t < ‘hpo ch bk% 1 Tk, n 1 < ‘lrP,t ch f@ (2.15) 

To estimate P, we multiply the right- and left-hand sides of integral equations (2.11) 
by s,(cpf for a>1 and integrate between the limits from -0 to 9. Taking into account the 
symmetry of the kernel (2.9) of Eqs.(Z.ll) and Eq.(2.11) when n= 0, and changing the order 
of integration, we obtain 

(2.16) 

The estimates (2.15) and (2.16) lead to the conclusion that the coefficients & and am 
of the infinite set of equations (2.12) decrease exponentially as the numbers k and XI increase. 
Hence Eqs.(2.12) belong to the Poincar&Koch type of normal systems, whose solution can be 
obtained using the method of reduction for any value of the problem parameters. 

Taking into consideration the value of the series /4/ 
oa 

Ic 
k-lcosk.z=-In 2sinil 

k-1 
I 

the integral equations (2.11) can be reduced to the form 

OD 

k(v)= --In ?Zsin+( I -FM P&)=2 
c 

x3, ky 

-1 k(~-th 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 
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The integral equations (2.17)‘and (2.18) and their properties were investigated, for 
instance, in /5/. To find their solutions it is possible to use the method of orthogonal 
polynomials /5/, as the result of which we have 

(2.19) 

where Tar (3) are Chebyshev polynomials, and the coefficients akn are determined from the 
infinite sets of linear algebraic equations of the second kind, whose effective solution can 
be obtained using the method of reduction for any value of the parameters /5/. In the majority 
of cases,an acceptable practical solution can be obtained with 2-4 equations. 

3. Closed solution of integral equations (2.17). we will. differentiate Eq. 
(2.17) with respect to 9. Using the formula /4/ 

where K(b)is a caaplete elliptic integral of the first kind and sn ~1, cnu are ellipticJacobi 
functions, we obtain the integral equations /6/ 

(3.1) 

Here 

Taking into account the evenness of the functions(Pk(e),gg( ) x we convert Eqs.(3.1) to the 
form 

It can be shown that 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

where dnz is the Jacobi elliptic function. 
Using the first formula of (3.3) and, again, taking into account the evenness of the 

functions (Pk (E)t gk tx)* we convert Eqs.(3.2) to the form 

(3.4) 

The functionsn (KBxln) increases when x E LO,ll, e -S [O, nl. 
By replacing the variables using the formulas 

"c = sn (E/n), t = sn (z/n) 

we can reduce Eq.(3.4) to a singular integral equation of the first kind with a Cauchy kernel 

where 

d 

s 
Q)k(‘b-‘& -pr(t) (p(gd, d=sn+) (3.5) 

-d 

@k (7) = -$&- 7 Pk @) - vs 
(3.61 

We will use the solution of the singular equation (3.5) in the form containing singular 
integrals /7/. As a result we obtain the closed solution of integral equations (2.17) in the 
form 

Tk (@) = 
cn mvfq 

2s lGiiqmy= E 
c 

fl k- 
(3.7) 
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where Ck are arbitrary constants. Substituting into the integral equation (2.17) for n = 0 
the value of r,,(q) defined by (3.7), taking into account that fo’(r)= 0 and that the integral 
on the left is some constant for any cp E I-- 8,01, in particular for cp = 0, we have the con- 

dition for obtaining the constant Co. Fram this we have 

(3.8) 

where k(9) is defined by Eq.(2.18). 
The constants Cx (k = 1, 2, . ..) can be obtained using the first condition (2.16). 
Note that when the functions vr(E) and gk(z) are odd, the integral equations (2.17) can 

also be reduced to the singular equation (3.5) using the second of formulas (3.3). 
The method of homogeneous solutions, described in Sect.2, can also be used to investigate 

the contact problem of the pressing of a stamp into a cylindrical surface of a ring sector, 
when the surfaces Icp 1 = y are free of tangential stresses and normal displacements. 
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VIBRATION OF A CYLINDER ON AN ELASTIC LAYER 
PARTLY FIXED TO A RIGID BASE* 

S.P. PEL'TS 

The problem of non-resonant harmonic oscillations of an elastic cylinder 
on an elastic layer is considered. The contact between the cylinder and 
the layer is over a circular region Q1 of radius R, without friction. The 
layer rests on a rigid base. At the layer-base interface there are two 
types of contact: in the circular region Q, of radius R, there is rigid 
adherence, while outside it there is no friction. The length of the 
projection of the distance between the centres of regions 9, and R, on 
the horizontal plane is d. Problems of this kind are encountered in flaw 
detection in foundations and adhesive joints. 

Problems of the vibration of a rigid body (stamp) on the surface of an elastic layer 
under various contact conditions were considered in /l/. Bere the stamp is replaced by an 
elastic cylinder, which leads to a qualitatively new mechanical system that takes into account 
the effect of the finite elastic body. A many-sided analysis of the cylinder harmonic oscil- 
lations is given in /2/. 

1. We combine the cylinder axis with the I; axis and locate the origin of coordinates on 
the upper face of the layer. All quantities relating to the cylinder will be denoted by the 
subscript 1, and those relating to the layer by the subscript 2;k,,,k,p,,(n = 1.2) are the 


